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ABOUT THE RESOURCE
Training: how real can it get? Mission Ready is
an e-learning platform that uses cutting edge
game technology to enhance learning through
real-time, ‘point-of-view’ interactive video
scenarios. Through these, Mission Ready will
challenge participants to answer questions and
make decisions, after which blow-by-blow feedback is given to help participants understand
and learn from each decision point. The use of
these interactive scenarios alongside written
and other filmed content results in an immersive e-learning experience that is engaging,
and responsive.

ABOUT THE COURSE:
Field Security Management
The Field Security Management course is
aimed at mainstreaming established security
protocols and behaviours into the daily life of
all field-based staff in a humanitarian response
or hostile environment. Developed by security
experts from across the humanitarian sector,
including EISF, Oxfam, Save the Children and
RedR UK, Mission Ready will get every member of your team thinking about and applying
the essential security protocols needed to keep
staff members safe while on mission.

Course Summary: The content of each module has been developed to suit those approaching
field security for the first time. Learners can read, print and return to this content at any time.The
six course modules cover:
1. Context Assessment
4. Security Risk Management
2. Threats, Vulnerability and Risk
5. Staff Management for Security
3. Security Strategies
6. Incident Reporting and Management
Documentaries: Newly developed theoretical content is introduced through micro-documentaries laying out the key learning points of the course over six accessible modules. Documentaries
include interviews from prominent experts in the security sector.
Interactive Scenarios: At the end of the course, interactive scenarios will test the learner's ability
to apply the approaches and measures contained in the course content. Essential theory will immediately be put into practice in real-life simulation exercises where participants will have to make
decisions around: conducting risk assessments, planning for incidents, ensuring local staff ‘buy in’
to security procedures, and managing security incidents.

HOW WILL MISSION READY BE MADE AVAILABLE?
User licenses can be purchased individually or in bundles. The licence fees will pay for the
ongoing hosting, maintenance and sustainability of the Mission Ready resource to ensure that it
remains a current and viable tool. The fees fit within a banded fee structure, allowing local staff
and local NGOs to access the tool at much lower rates. This, along with the e-learning nature of
the tool, will increase access to quality training for tough-to-reach staff in field locations.

Number of
licenses

Band A

Band B

Band C

Band D

1

$5

$15

$30

$50

5

$23.75

$71.25

$142.50

$237.50

10

$45

$135

$270

$450

20

$85

$255

$510

$850

50

$200

$600

$1200

$2000

100

$375

$1125

$2250

$3750

RedR UK is a global humanitarian
capacity-building NGO.
We provide training, consultancy services
and expertise to national and international
NGOs working in disaster-prone countries.

http://www.redr.org.uk/en/Training-andmore/mission-ready.cfm
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We work around the world, delivering
capacity building programmes that are
practical, up-to-date and delivered by
experienced humanitarians.

* For additional information on bands, as
well as prices for bundles of up to 1000
licenses, please visit the RedR website:

THE PROJECT IS AN NGO-LED
PARTNERSHIP VENTURE BETWEEN REDR
UK AND DIGITAL TRAINING SOLUTIONS
(DTS).

The design and build of the system is being jointly funded by
DfID and OFDA.
This media product is made possible by the generous support
of the various agencies’: The contents are the responsibility of
RedR UK and do not necessarily reflect the views of USAID.

